
APPLICATION FOR STARTING THE DISSERTATION PROCESS 
based on the LUT Dissertation Regulations dated 
1.2.2023 

DOCTORAL CANDIDATE, DISSERTATION AND SUPERVISORS

Name of the doctoral candidate E-mail and phone number

Postal address Postal code, city and country

Title of the dissertation
Article-based dissertation 
Monograph 

Name of the company performing the language checkLanguage check is ongoing but will be done before the meeting

Language check has been done 

Name of the coordinating supervisor Name of the second supervisor

Name of the third supervisor Name of the fourth supervisor

PUBLICATIONS (article-based dissertations only) 

Insert here your core publications which fulfill all the following requirements of LUT Dissertation regulations point 8: 

The minimum requirement for an article-based dissertation is three high quality peer-reviewed publications which have been 
published or accepted for publication. These publications cannot be included in more than one scientific postgraduate 
thesis (licentiate thesis, doctoral dissertation). 

Publication nr  Publication nr Publication nr 

If you have any additional publications, insert the details below 

LUT Dissertation regulations point 9: In addition to the minimum requirement an article-based dissertation may include other peer-
reviewed publications or manuscripts sent (submitted) for peer review. Submitted manuscripts should be accepted for publication before the 
permission to print is granted at the Academic Council. Particularly multidisciplinary publications which fall outside the minimum 
requirement can be included in more than one scientific postgraduate degree thesis. Authors must agree on this in writing already when 
submitting the article.

Publication nr 

Coordinating supervisor confirmation 
I hereby confirm that:
- The manuscript has been checked with Turnitin and the
report is analyzed.
- The manuscript fulfills the criteria for responsible conduct of
research.
- All officially appointed supervisors are in favour of starting
the dissertation process.
- The manuscript fulfills the LUT dissertation requirements and
is ready to be submitted for preliminary examination.

Date  Signature 

Doctoral candidate confirmation
 I hereby confirm that: 
- The manuscript has not been submitted for preliminary
examination at another university.
- I have followed the principles of responsible conduct of
research.
- The manuscript fulfills the LUT dissertation requirements
and is ready to be submitted for preliminary examination.
- I am solely responsible for the contents of the
manuscript.

 Will be/has been included in another scientific postgraduate thesisStatus of publication

No

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes (clarification attached) 

Yes (clarification attached) 

Yes (clarification attached) 

Yes (clarification attached) 

Yes (clarification attached)

Date  Signature  Signature 
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